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ABSTRACT 
Two types of plutonium oxide fuelled coated particles with carbon diluted 
550 µm-kernels and dense 250 µm-kernels were irradiated for 45.4 full power 
days in FRJ 2 (Jiilich) at about 1 100° C. A burn-up of about 18% FIMA 
and a fastdoseofless than 102Dn/cm=2DNE were accumulated. Postirradiation 
fission gas measurements indicated that no particle was broken. The metallo-
graphic examinations show different behaviour of the inner pyrocarbon layers 
due to different plutonium migration into buffer layers during the coating 
process. Only small plutonium migration during irradiation could be found 
which has been stopped by the SiC layer. 
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1 . - INiROIU:TION. 
The prospective plutonium -,tillsationa were summarized in a recent contri-
bution to the Working Group on Plutonium Recycle in lllerma.l Reactors [ 1] • 
Basically, the plutonium finds its best utilisation in the H TR' s opera.ting 
on the thorium cycle. In that cycle, the teed plutonim fuel will be sub-
',j ected to a high burn-up and therefore will not be wrth recovering. Since 
tbe aqueous reprocessing by the known techniques is complicated when pluto-
nium is present, it is advantageous to aepara te the thorium breed p.rticles 
from the plutonium feed pa.rticlea so that the head-end ot the reprocessing 
operation can mechanically screen the plutonium fuel to be discarded trom the 
Th - U 233 fuel to be recuperated. 
In the H T R ' s working on the low enriched uraniun cycle, it is also advan-
tageous to segregate the plutonium particles froa the uranium ones, in order 
to reduce the economic penalty inherent to handling plutonium. A further 
but minor advantage is to enable to recuperate only the fresh plutonium bred 
1n the uraniun particles from the depleted plutoniua having essentially no 
commercial value due to its high burn-up 1.nd its isotopic degradation. The 
inconvenience in that c1cle is to insure a proper distribution ot the pluto-
nium J)&rticles in order to reduce the technological peaking !actor to accep-
table levels. It is therefore not certain that 1n a low enriched uranium 
cycle the segregated fuel will be the best solution. 
* 
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2.- IBEVIOUS BACKGROUND. 
Feed plutonium p1,rticles have been developed at Mel, :re,rtially under the 
sponsorship of the DRAGON Project, since 1964. The necessary voidage for the 
fission gases and the c•r'\)on monoxide exp1,nsion lillLS provided mainly by the 
porosity of the kernel. Due to the high burn-up envisaged (600,000 MWd/te ,Pu 
corresponding to 65 '1i FIMA), it was indeed necessary to dilute the fissile 
material in a support enabling to a.ccumula. te the voida.ge. 
As in the d.Hver fuel utilized in the mAGON reactor, carbon 'W8.S chosen as 
diluent. However, the attempts to manufacture a kernel consisting of a dis-
persion of a plutonium carbide in a carbon matrix, according to the concept 
retained by IBAGCN at that time, had to be abandoned due to the high losses 
of fissile material experienced in the carbochemic reduction process [ 2} • 
'lb.e development was then focused towards a dispersion of oxide within the 
carbon matrix, based on the equilibrium of the two materials under a cer~in 
CO pressure, as had been developed in Mol earlier [ 31 . This develepnent lead 
to acceptable fuel [ 4) [ 51 which was irradiated in the R2 reactor at Studsvik -
Sweden, to extreme burn-ups of 200,000 WNd/t and 36(),iOO MWd/t at tempera-
tures of 1B5o•c and 1200°c respectively [ 6l . 
Another test was carried out in the Second Charge of the DRAGON Reactor 
EJq>eriment during the period, Jan'lary 1967 to March 1968, wen the central rods 
of two !EAGON fuel elements were constituted of pll.utonium :f'uel [ 71 . 'l'he pluto-
nium coated particle fuel v,11.s placed loose inside a "telephone dia.l" arrange-
ment of holes in graphite boxes. The number and size ot holes were adjusted 
to give a constant fissile plutonium loading in ea.eh box using three batches 
of particles to deliberately vary the composition (Table I). The average 
burn-UJ) at the end of the irradiation (equivalent to 224 days at full power) 
was estimated to be 600,000 W.Jd/t ~Mand the fast fluence 1 x 1o21 n/cm.2 at 
700 - 11oo•c. The value of R/B for xe133, Kr&jm and xel.35 as measured via the 
helium purge for the two fuel elements, remained between 10-6 and 10-5 ; these 
values indicated tba t there w.s no damage to the particles . Visual and cera-
mograJtiic examinations of the particles after irradia. tion confirmed this. 
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3 • - PURPOSE OF THE FRJ2 EXPFlUMENT • 
The good irradiation behaviour of the diluted kernels lead to the desire of im-
proving the utilization ot the plutonium fuel in a thorium. cycle. In order 
to minimize the age factor, the plutonium should be concentrated. Therefore, 
it was decided to mount an irradiation to ccmpare the behaviour ot the follow-
ing fuels : 
- "diluted fuel" of the type tested earlier but with a kernel diameter of 
550 microns ( instead of ,00) and the same carbon dilution. This already 
gives a higher plutonium self-shielding than the previous generation of 
particles; 
- "undiluted fuel" consisting of particles containing the same amount of plu-
tonium into the sa.me shell but with all the fissile material concentrated 
1n a small kernel of pure plutomum oxide. The void.age and the difference 
in dimension of the kernel are compensated by a thicker butter layer to 
produce approximately the same internal voidage expressed as tot.al void per 
gre.m of fissile plutonium. 
'..this report describes in detail a ccmp,.rative irradiation ot those two types 
of particles • 
'lbe diluted fuel has been manufactured cQnpletely by BN - C EN; the undiluted 
kernels were manufactured according to a Sol-Gel technique by C C R - Karlsruhe 
and to the S NAM process by the C NE N ( IA Ca saccia) ; BEWONOC IEAIRE seeked 
the collaboration of those two organ:lza tion1 in order to perform. the experi-
ment on a product that would be representative of potential industrial pro-
cesses; both organizations kindly accepted to collaborate to the experiment by 
manufacturing the necessary kernels. All the coa. ting work 'WILS perfonned by 
BN-SCK/C EN, 
For sake of simplicity, the terminology utilized throughout the present re-
port will be : 
"D" fuel, for the diluted fuel ; 
"T" fuel, for the batch of sol-Gel fuel ; 
"C" fuel, for the batch of SNAM fuel, 
Table I gives the main characteristics of the plutonium -particles irradiated 
up to now and of the irradiation; in which they have been tested. 
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4 • - ffiKPARATION OF THE PLUTONnJ.t OXIDE KmNELS . 
The C and T kernels were ma.de by Sol-Gel process, }lhile the,D kernels were 
elaborated by the powder agglemeration process. Both techniques are able to 
produce both types of kernels l 81 ; the choice of techniques to be applied for 
each tuel speeifics.tion~was based on the following reasons : 
- the small concentrated kernels of pure plutonium oxide (300 µ) are difficult 
to manufacture tf a good shape specifics.tion by the powder agglomeration 
tecbnique; 
- the diluted kernels are more fragile wen fabricated by a Sol-Gel technique 
than by a powder agglomeration technique. 
The isotopic composition of the plutonium batches utilized is given in Table II, 
The preparation of the different kernels can be su:nmarized as follows : 
4 .1. CC BT KARLSRUHE §OL-GEL ffiEPM,ATION ( l' fUEL). 
The process, which is described in detail in several reports l 9) [ 10l, 
c,msists of the following steps : preeipi tation of Pu( W)4 from a 
Pu(B03)4 solution, by adding this soilution to a.n .ammciia solution; pep-
tisation of the 'Washed Pu(1H)4 with HNO} at 85 °C to form a plutonium 
sol approx. 1.5 )(. Tb.eae operations must be carried out under severe 
control ot Iii. Tb.e aol ia converted into droplets which are gelled by 
debydra tion in 2 etbylhexanol at room temperature. This method for the 
production ot mierospheres is based on that developed at Oak Ridge Nation~ 
al Laboratory which involves the lll&ter extraction of a sol low in nitra-
te with a long cha.in alcohol. Tbe gelled kernels are washed in a suita-
ble organic mediW1, dried slowly., calcined 3 hours at 950°c, and finally 
reduced 4 hours in hydrogen at temperature between 1600-1720°C to get 
dense plutonil.lll oxide kernels with an 0/Pu < 2 (mixture of Pu~ a.nd 
~°3). One hundred grams of micros:pheres resulting trom several batches 
bave been produced .for cc.ting by this method. Under meta.llogre.phic exa.-
mina tion the kernels shov cracks (Fig. 1) . The beating schedule of 
green pa.rticles and the properties of sintered kernels are given respec-
tively in Tables III and r.v and the crystallographic density of the sub-
stoechiometrf.c oxide ws reported by CCR - Karlsruhe as 10.9 g/cm3. 
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4.2. C NE NI S NAM SOL-GEL PREPAMTION (c MLl. 
'lhe 71 g Pu°'2 particles were prepared at the Plutonium Laboratories of 
C NE N by a Sol-Gel process, which can be sun:marized by the following 
steps : 
- Preparation of an oxide hydrosol solution: 
by amine (Primene JMT) solvent extraction of nitric acid on freshly 
prepared Pu(IV) nitrate solution. 0.2 M 1olutiona of fu(N03)4 are 
solvent extracted to get a NOj / Pu ratio ':Iii 1. '!he diluted sol ii fi-
nally concentrated to 2 M by evaporation. 'lhia oxide bydrOsol ia 
mixed with tetrahydrofurfuryl-alcohol and an organic polymetric thick-
ner. 
Conversion of the colloidal hydrosol into gel s:pherical particles 
gela tion is achieved by dripping the colloidal hydro sol into an 
ammonium hydrate solution and gelified spherical particles a.re -washed 
with ammonium hydrate and deionized 'WB. ter. Green p.rticles are then 
dried by azotropic distilla.tion. 
Organic material introduced in previous preparation steps is eliminat-
ed at this stage by firing at 450 ... 500 °C 1n air. 
- High temperature treatment: 
Firing or the gel product to the final high density oxide is carried 
out in t'urn&ce under an appropriate atmosphere (usually 4 v/o hydrogen 
in a.rgon) accord.in& to a standard temperature cycle u:p to 1200°C. 
Higher temperature and hydrogen concentrations ce.n be used if an hypo-
atoichiaaetric oxide ia deaired\[ 11l{ 12) • 
A• the t'irat COIi.ting ..,., done at 1-504t, these microsJ)heres would not 
have withstood the dropping in the coating furnace at 1450°c. There-
fore a further (leat treatment has been made up to 1450°C in carbon 
monoxide atmosphere at the plutoniuin faeilit:1.~~ '9f the joint C EN- BN 
flutoni~ Group in Mol (~ee table III)! '!he heatii:ig rate 'WILS 209°c ,per 
hour while the cooling down rate 'W&S 156 °C · per hour • · · ' 
4 • 3. DILUTED KERNEL PRfil'ARATION ( D FUEL) • 
The procedure which has been liesaribed, earlier [ 6l can be summarized as 
follows : the plutonium oxide powder is ground in a planetary mill in 
an age. te pot, sieved ( 44 µm sieve), mixed with "United MT" carbon black 
ground &€,1lin in a planetary mill and sieved (210 µm sieve). The mixture 
PuD2_/C is blended with furfurly alcohol [10 cm3/100 g (Pu°'2+C)) 1n a 
hand mortar and then crumbed by passing it through a 297 I'm aperture 
sieve. The PuD2_ / C green crumbs are spheroidized in an aluminium pot 
rotated on a planetary mill and sieved ( .. 350 .,_m + 2<J7 .,.m) and finally 
hardened by exposing them to formic acid vapour for 24 hours. The heat 
treatment is given in Table III. A typical cross-section of the fuel 
is given in Fig. 1 • 
• • • 
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5 • - CWIBG OF THE KmNEL. 
'lb.e coating of the three be.tehes is based on a simplified "triso" concept 
PyC - SiC - PyC consisting of a poraua pyrocarbon ( "Pye") buffer layer., a dense 
inner Pye layer., a SiC layer and a dense isotropic Pye. Only the thickness 
ot the layers varied { Table X) corresponding to the two different particle 
designs. 
The coating furnace is a 40 mm diameter graphite resistance coa.ter, incorpo-
rated in the faeility described earlier [ 4} • 
All the details of produeing this layers are given in Table v. 
5.1. POROUS Pye LAYER. 
'lb.e porosity shQUld provide the voida.ge necessary for the fission pro-
ducts accemmoda tion ; the thieknesa ehosen was determined by the rule 
"the tree volume (voidage) sheuld be 2 - :, J ot the fuel kernel volume 
for ee.eh atomic percent burn-up" [ 13) • This coe.ting should also prevent 
meeba.nical stress resulting from the interaetion between kernel and 
coating during irradiation. Finally, to prevent damage of the structural 
layer by ths fission product recoil., a buffer carbon layer of 2.82 mg/cm2 
is required. Fig. 2 gives, aa a function of the buffer density., the mi-
ni.mm buffer thickness to :f'ulfil this requirement . A 150 i of this mi-
nimum thiekness is used to avoid, for a non perfectly spherical kernel, 
a too thin buffer in some direction and to compensate tor the thickness 
dispersion within a batch ; this type of coating is indeed produced within 
a few minutes in the coating apparatus. 
In order to get the same voidage in the coa.ted particles both for the 
diluted and undiluted fuels it ws necessary to raise the buffer thick-
ness frcu }O mierons for the diluted to 160 mierons for the undiluted 
fuel. 
5 .2 · DENSE INNm P;vC IAYW C SEALING LAYIB) , 
ihis coa.ting is a vessel for the CO gas in equilibrium with the system 
oxide - carbon and a barrier for the diffusion of HCl gas produced during 
the pyrolysis of trimethylehlorosilane (cH3 - Si - Cl3) to form the SiC (next coating). 
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5.3. §iC IAiffl• 
Thia coating ia the diffusion barrier for the metallic fission products 
and is parti&llY' the pressure vessel. 
In order to avoid excessive stresses due to differential thermal expan-
sion µµri!lg fabrication and initi&l irradiation, the S1C layer baa fur-
ther been surrounded b1 two flash layer a ( et a tew t1•> ot poroua Pye 
to compensate differential thermal expa.nsion and prevent crack pr<>p1.ga-
tion. 
5 • 4 • HDI ( HIGH DENSITY ISOTROPIC } PyC LAYm • 
Tb.is last layer is also part of the vessel of the fuel particle ; it com-
presses the SiC layer during irradiation, by its fa.at dose induced 
shrinkage. 
• 
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6, - CHARACTERIZATION OF THE COATED PARTICLES • 
Due to the sma.11 a.mount ot material :fa.brica ted, a large sea tter bas been 
observed in tb.e a.nalytica.l results ot the :pa:rtielea. They are deemed in most 
cases to be representative ot sampling effects. In some ci:rcmstances bowver 
the difference between the res~ts q)f the different samples cannot be explain-
ed by a scatter in tb.e propertiea ot the product. for instance., tb.e sintered 
"T" kernels were analysed both at brlaruhe and Mol. !be results are pre-
sented in Table IV. It can be seen that the analytical data are consistent-
ly different. It might however indicate in this case an oxidation reaction 
of the kernels during the transport. Another example ot the sea tter in the 
data is given by the plutonium contents in Table VI. 
The 0/M ratio deduced from the relative intensity of two diffraction X-ray 
is characteristic respectively of the sesquioxide and the dioxide. nie evo-
lution a.pp,.rent in Table VIII is probably realistic a.a a tendency. The 
scatter around this general tendency of ea.eh successive step is not represen-
tative of the average of the batch but due to the small sample size involved 
in the analytical technique. 
The densities were measured both as buJ.k density and inmersion density 
( Table VII) . Here again a general tendency can be observed but the sea tter 
of the individual values is not realistic. The layer density deduced from 
the particle density is obtained by difference and therefore not accurate. 
For -what the density of the Sic is concerned, it includes the two flash 
layers deposited in order to protect the coating from differential thermal 
expansion effects as mentioned in paragraph 5 .3. The contamination of the 
particle is very low (Table IX) and tends to decrease as the coating proceeds. 
The coating thicknesses given in Table X are the results of cross-check bet-
-ween dimensional measurements and metallogre.phic observations. Finally, 
Table XI summarizes the accuracy claimed for in various analytical results. 
Fig. 3, 4 and 5 show respectively meta.llogre.phic sections of :particles D, T 
and c after ea.eh coating step. For C type, & , bulk plutonim diffusion has 
appeared after Pye deposition ; this is also confirmed by the alpha autoradio-
graphy and polished section presented at Fig. 6. In the T type of fuel, the 
plutonium. migration w.s limited to plutonium concentration spots in the buffer 
layer ; this 'WB.S visible on the metallogra.phic sections. Table XII indicates 
the extent of the plutonium displacements, measured by X-radiography ( Cf. pe.-
ragrapb 8 .6.) on 15 particles of each ba. tch ; by compe.rison wi tb Table x, it 
can be seen tba t the plutonium migration proceeds to the dense inner Pye • 
• 
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7 .- IBRADIATIOJI. 
7 .1 · IRMPLU'ION CAPSULG4, 
The samples were irradiated as loose coa. ted particles in 8 small gra-
phite (material ; Bingsdorf graphite type ICr 66) ccntainera of 12 mm d1.a .. 
meter whieb were deposited in a telephone dial type graphite (material: 
Ringsdort graphite type Kr 60) cartridge of 74 mm diameter (ri8. 7). !he 
grapliite cartridge•• inserted into a sealed 1t.ainle1& ateel capsule 
which waa enclosed in the irradiation rig JI 4 (Fig. 8) • The rig •• 
ot LV-4 type normall1 used tor irradi&tion ot tive IIJ)herical tuel ele-
ments ot 6 ea diameter. In th.11 case., the plutoni\D particle capsule 
'WB.S inserted instead of the lower :fuel ball. 
Three Ii / CrNi thermocouples bad been put'> into small boles at the outer 
circumference of the cartridge. Another thermocouple w.s located at the 
outer stainless steel 1#8.ll. 
7.2. CAPsyLE LOADINQ;. 
Each of the 8 containers was filled with one of the three particle types. 
Additionally., tive individ'Llll radiographed ps.rticles ot each batch bad 
been filled into the centre hole ot container 1. The particle q1)8.nti ties 
tilled into the containers are given in Table XIII and Fig. 7. 
7. 3. IRRADIATION CONDITIONS, 
'l'be rig JI 4 bas been irradiated in FRJ2 (DIDO) JUlich in position D 1 for 
three reactor periods from January 27., 1970 till April tst., 1970. The 
total irradia. tion time was 45 .4 full power days at 15 W. 
(1) Temperatures. 
The designed temperature :profile is shown in Fig. 9. However., the 
experimental temperatures remained a.bout 150°c belw the designed 
ones. Fig. 10 shows the temperature hist'tllry during the three reac-
tor periods. The graphite temperatures were measured by three thermo-
couples ; frooi this., the central temperature waa caleul.a ted using the 
desi,gn temperature profile. 
(2) U}lrn-up. 
The axial profile of the perturba.ted thermal neutron flux in posi-
tion Dl is given in Fig. 11. The mean thermal flux in the plutonium 
particle - capsule \18.S : 
0.92 X 1014 
0.8?5 X 1014 
14 0.76 X 10 
-2 -1 
cm sec 
-2 -1 
cm sec 
-2 -1 
cm sec 
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di.:.ring the first period 
during the second period 
during the third period [ 12} 
Using these flux values the &ccumula ted burn-up has been ca.lcula ted 
(fig. 12). At the end of irradia*ion, the following burn-up values 
have been achieved 1 
Particle type 
D Fuel 
T Fuel 
C Fuel 
Burn-up ( I FIMA) 
17.0 
18.7 
18.3 
(3) Particle rating. 
(4) 
The initial re. ting per coe. ted particle has been c&lcula ted using the 
mean :particle data given in Table XIII and the plutonium composition 
given in Table II. 
Particle type Initial re.ting (W) 
D Fuel 0.54 
T Fuel 0.36 
C fuel 0,'2 
[ast neutron dose. 
Tb.e fast neutron flux ( E > 1 MeV) monitored by nickel - wires in po-
sition Dl, - 30 cm from core centre, is about 1.35 x 1013 cm-2sec-1. 
From that, the accumulated fast neutron dose h&s been caleul.ated to 
be about 5 .3 x 1ol9 em-2 (DIDO Nickel Dose). 
* 
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8 ... POSTIRRADIATION EVALUATIONS. 
8 .1 • FISSION Gf+S RELEASE ( K FA JUlich) • 
After extraction trom the irradiation rig, the plutonium p,.rticle capsule 
•a punctured in a vacuum ehambe.r. A 100 cm.3 aliquot of the sucked f!JU 
'W&S analysed by means ot a germanium .. detector. As a result of this, 
only Xe 1,, waa measurable. Calculated on the last irradiation day it 
gives a Xe 133 quantity ot 8.4 x toll atQns. Assuming th&t at the end 
ot the last irradiation cycle an equilibrium was reached between the 
relea.se and the decay ot Xe atoms, we can calculate a R/B value tor the 
last irradiatiGn stage of : 
R/B = 4.2 x 10·7 [ 14} 
8 .2. DI$ANTL!NQ {K FA,;JliJ..ich). 
After the puncture test the metallic capsule -was cut at the base for car-
tridge extraction. Fig. 13 shows the different parts after this opera-
tion. One can notice black and white deposits on the inside of the me-
tallic part and on the graphite . 
8.3. VI&'UAL KWiINATION. 
Some difficulties have arisen with the unloading of the particles because 
they were stuck to each other and also on the wall of the graphite con-
tainer. ibis can be seen on Fig. 14. Apparently, this waa due to a 
white coloured product deposited on the surface ot the coated particles. 
Ex.emination of the particles ot the cCl!lplete contents ot capsules 1, 3, 
4 using the hot .. cell periscope, showed no cracks er other major struc-
tural damage. 
8 .4. ANNF.ALING TEST ( in bot cell K FA Jtilich). 
Each type of pt.rticles bas been heated up to 1350°c (containers 2, 5 and 
8) ; a check bas been made up to 1500°c (container 2). As a £'unction of 
the long balt-lites and the good condition of the particles, the measur-
ed release of Xe 133 was very small and, in the case of container 5, 
practically not detectable [ 141 • As no release of Kr 85 was measurable, 
it can be assuned that the JB,rticles were not damaged. 
The following table gives the release rate of Xe 133 in atoms/sec, after 
steady release ha.d been reached. The figures refer to the date of the 
end of irradiation. 
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Container Number of Particle Temperature R (Xe 133) Fraction 
release 
nr particles type ( oc) (a.t0m/sec) R/B 
1350 3,0 X 107 8 -~ X 1©,• 
2 930 C 
1500 1.1 X 107 2.9x:to-5 
5 540 D 1350 less than background -
8 800 T 1350 2,2 X 107 6 X 10-5 
These results confirm that no particle \'18.S broken during irradiation. 
8 .5 • kfETALLOORAfHY. 
Microsections of each kind of irradiated particles ,·1ere prepared first 
for one sample of each type of particles (containers 1, 3, 4) and then 
for the particles having been subjected to annealing test (2, 5 and 8). 
ihe results can be sunmarized as follows : 
(1) Container 1 (D particles) - Fig. 15 a.nd l6. 
Appa.rently no change in.the coatings could be deteeted in spite of 
the high anisotropy of the sealing layer (see Fig. 3). Even :part 
of the sooty layers \a.S still visible. Inside the kernel many 
cracks could be seen. 
(2) Container 5 (D ;particles annealed at 1550°c) - Fig. 16. 
The same remarks as for container 1 are also valid as no major dif-
ference could be detected. 
( 3) Container 3 ( T :particles) - Fig. 17 a.nd 18. 
From the microsections, it appears that the kernel did not diffuse 
through the sooty layer to a markedly larger extent tba.n what w.s 
due to fabrication (Fig. it>), Quite a.n important delamina.tion bet-
ween the SiC and inner layers can be observed. The buffer layer is 
cracked over the outer ba.lf of its thickness in approximately half 
of the particles. 1.he segregation of metallic parts into the ker-
nel is important (Fig. 18) • 
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(4) Container 8 (T ps.rticles after annealing at 1}50°C) - Fig. 19. 
The same general results as tor container :, are noticeable. SQne 
particles show cracks which have started from the kernel but were 
stopped at the SiC layer. 
(5) Containers 2. 4 and 7 (C particles} - Fig. 20. 
The diffusion of the kernel into the porous layer resulting from the 
fabrication did not extend throughout the full layer. "Spearhead" 
attack is visible in the inner pyroce.rbon coe.ting whenever the plu-
tonium is spread throughout all the buffer layer ; it ia not visible 
when the plutonium diffusion is limited to pa.rt ot the butter layer. 
The SiC and outer P,yC layers remained in good condition. 
(6) Container 2 (C particles after successive annealing at 135o•c and 
1500°c) - Fig. 21. 
No much difference could be found by comparison with container 4. 
8 .6. INVESTIGATIONS ON MARKED PARTICLE§. 
Marked particles which were introduced in the central hole of the sample 
container have been examined after fabrication and after irradia. tion . 
The cbaracteriza tion after fabrication consists 1n a X-radiog:raphy to 
indicate the plutonium location within the p1.rticle (Cf'. item (ti)). 
The postirra.diation examination consists in two different tests : an 
alpha-autoradiography of the coated particles 'Which indica tea the evo-
lution ot the plutonium migration to be comp1.red with the X-ray results 
and a polished section of' these coated i-rticles. These photographs are 
presented in Fig. 22 to 30. An estima. te of the plutonium migration, 
given by a microdensimetry of the a-autoradiography ot some of these par-
ticles, is presented at Fig. 31. 
For the T particles (Fig. 22 to 24}, the plutonium migration to a few 
spots within the buffer layer during fabrication is emphasized by the 
X-ray examination. The alpba-autoradiography indicates that this pre-
ferential plutonium location has not eha.nged during ir:radia tion. How-
ever a densitometric analysis of the alpha-radiographies suggest a ten-
dency to plutonium migration away from the spots. Outside the kernel, 
the a concentration for these particles vaties between 5 a.nd 15 ~ (p1.r-
ticles 3- 4 - 7)(Fig. 31). All these c~ted particles have an intact 
inner P,yC la.yer and a partial discoupling of this layer from the SiC 
layer. 
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For the C particles, an important plutonim diffusion is noticed 1n the 
buffer after fabrication. !be alpba-autara.diogra.pby obtained for the C 
particle nr 6 ah.ova a high plutoniUlll penetration generalized 1n the 
buffer PyC cca.ting. Its a-mierodensim.etry leads also to the same con-
clusion ( Fig • 31) • 
The destruction of the inner PyC coating is also noticed for particles 
nr 5, 9 and 1} (Fig. 27 to 29) • Thia damage of the inner Pye woUld be 
induced by the CCllllbined effect of . ahrinkai• induced by fa.at neutron 
dose and spearhead attack induced by tiasion product recoil ot the aigra t-
1.ag plutonium. ror particle nr 8 (rig. 25), the buffer layer is canple-
tely discoupled trca t.he inner PyC layer, which remained intact. Never-
theless., the plutonium migrated through the total thickness ot the buffer. 
For the D marked coated particle which \II&& examined., one notices quite 
the same behaviour as for the D particles f'ran container 1 • The inner 
PyC layer remained intact and the dispersed kernel in a carbon mtrix 
shrinPj avoiding any aecbanical interaetion with the pressure vessel. 
Unfortunately, no :X-ray baa been done after fabrication on this type of 
fuel, but no plutoni'lD aigration baa been noticed in the inner PyC layer 
by metallography and alpba-autoradiogra}ily. 
'l'be lattice parameters were measured by X-ray diffraction at CCR -
Ka.rlsrube. Table XIV gives the c:iLta obtained after irradiation. The 
lattice parameters of unirradiated PuQ:2 and Pu(O.,C) have been added for 
reference. 
Within the sensitiv:ity of the technique, no other structure tba.n the 
f-1.uori te one corresponding to Pu02 was visible after irra.dia tion. No 
attempt "18.S made to correct tor the presence of fission products dis-
solved in the lattice. 
• 
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9.1. §%RES§ AJW,YSIS. 
Considering the microphotographa ot tbe concerned cos.ted particles, it 
11 possible to distinguish three different bebaviour1 wb.ieb are: 
- diacoupllng ot the butter layer troa the inner Pye lA;rer resulting in 
a preaaure vessel constituted by the PyC/SiC/PJC l.a;rera ; 
- diaceupllng •t the inner PyC layer tr• the 81C layer resulting 1n a 
pressure vessel conati tuted by the inner Pye la;rer ; 
- destruction ot the inner PyC l.&;rer leaving a pressure vessel consti-
tuted by the SiC and the outer Pye layers. 
D>.ese cca ted particl.e'. behaviours are differently distributed 1n the 
three batches. Table XV .baaed cm the llierophotog:rapha gives tor each 
ot the three batches the number and the percentage •t pe.rticlea in re:.. 
gard ot the above described behaviour type. ror each behaviour type, 
a atres, - strain ana.ly'aia can be perfonned, giving the gas preHure evo-
lution and the stress hiatoey in the layers ctuistitutillg the pressure 
vessel. 
The mathemaiical model called cocoJ [ 13} and developed by BB considers 
the irradiation effect on the meabanical properties ot the coating, the 
Pye dimensional change induced by irradiation, the tuel swelling, the 
tiaai•n gaa build-up and the CO produced. The oalcul&tiona are perform-
ed using a time step procedure required by the use ot an irradiation 
creep law tor the PyC coating. 
The CO pressure estimate versus temperature and stoechiometry is extra-
pol.& ted tor several plutonim oxides (Fig. 32) tram tree entba.lpie1 data 
published by T.L. Markin and E.J. Metver (UXA IA-Harwell) {15} and 
L.)(. Atlas and G.J. Sekel.man (A B L) [ 16} • 
1'he variation of the fission gas release from the kernel bas been consi-
dered as linear versus tbe burn-up. This release ree.ches 90 ~ tor 
18 .o f> FINA at 12oo•c. 
*caating CQnputation tor NUclear Technology. 
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Since., some meta.llographies show adherence between tbe inner Pye and the 
SiC (Fig. ,O)., the disconaecting effect ot the PyC tl.&ah layera deposited 
between the inner Pye and the SiC and between the BiC and the outer PyC 
bas not been considered in the ma.thema.tical 8J'l&q1e1. 
ib.e gas pressure evolution, for the three coated particle behaviour' typea., 
ia given in Fig.,, for a constant temperature ot 12oo•c. In the case 
where the pressure vessel is constituted by the inner PyC layer, the gas 
pressure is higher tba.n in the other case where the void vollae ottered 
f.or the pa e.xpa.naion is larger. :ror both cases., the pa preaaure evolu-
tion 1a quite shailar traa one behaviour (p,yc/~PJC pressure veaael) 
to 'the other one (SiC/euter Pye pressure vessel), vith a love:r preasure 
tor the last case according to the higher void volme induced by the inner 
Pye breakage. 
For the neutron dose reached in this experiment, one remaina in the re-
gion ot volme shrinkage ot the Pye (Fig. '4,). 1h11 shrinkage ia aniso-
tropic and occurs mainly following the uc axis" ot the crystal ( radial 
direction ot the layer (Fig. :55) (17i 
ror the plain Pye pressure vessel., a canpresaion of this layer is induced 
(at start ot life) by ita dimensional cba.nge under irradiation (fig. 36), 
this layer remaining attached to the butter layer. At o.:, x 1()20 aa-2, 
the tuel swelling intluencea the stress level in this layer and thus the 
hoop stresses increase, being moderated by the Pye irradiation creep. 
n:ie hoop stress evolutions in both other cases ( SiC/outer Pye and 
PyC/Sic/PyC pressure vessel) are quite dailar for the 81C and outer PyC 
layers (Fig. 37 and ,S) • On one band, a s{ecompres den. et the SiC · 
layer reaulta traa the gas pressure build-up and the outer Pye dimen-
sional cba.nge under irradiation ; on the other band., tor t.be fast neutron 
dose reached., the outer PyC dinlensional change under ir:radia tion induced 
a reduction of the hoop stresses in the outer Pye layer which remains in 
cont.a.et with the SiC layer. 
In the case where the inner PyC is the inner pi.rt ot the pressure vessel, 
the irradiation dimensional change e.nd the gas ')ressure induce an in-
crease ot the hoop stresses. The stresses in all the PyC,, laye_:rs are 
reduced by the PyC irradiation creep. 
9.2. co FRESSURE :eyormron. 
The CO pressure evolution bas been calculated for the particles having 
the highest 0/Pu ratio a.t start of life, and burn-up e.g. for the parti-
cles type T. 
The input data are given below. 
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; FINA Irradi& tion 0/Pu ratio* temperature 
0 1200 1.9 
4 1140 1.922 
8 1o8o 1.945 
12 10')0 1.~7 
16 1010 1.99 
19 1000 2.007 
*?tie 0/Pu evolution as a tunction of burn-up is taken from [ 15.l . 
ibe CO pressure evolution as a function of burn-up is given in Fig. 39. 
9.3. PY£ RESlSTAf!tE TO FISSION PRODU:T B(}iBARD1EN4. 
The damage to the PyC layers is not visible in the D particles and evi-
dent in the C particles. 
On the ba.sia of the evalu&ted plutonium concentration profiles, the da-
mage to the non-fuelled inner coating c.an be ealcul.Ated and related to 
an equivalent fast neutron dose [ 1~ • Table Xl!I giveG the r.esul.ta e:f 1these 
calculations. It can be seen that the porous Pye is resistant to irra-
diation damage while the anisotropic inner Pye showa spearhead attack 
at a tbresheld somewhat lower than reported in the literature ; mention 
is indeed made that the phenomenon starts between 2 x 1ol.6 and 2 x 1017 
YP/cm2 [ !q . 
* 
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10 .- CONCLUSI<liS. 
For the considered coated pa.rticle design and manufacture, the following 
remarks can be pointed out: 
10.1. PLUTONIJJ1 DISPLAC;l:1ENX • 
a. Pu displf:cement before ip:adia tion. 
An important plutonium migration occurred during the first two sta-
ges ot cca ting tor the dense kemela which led in one batch to a 
inner kernel relatively similar to the diluted kernel: i.e. the lar-
ge buffer layer •a ccmpletely impregnated with plutonium. 
b. Pu displacement atte:z:: irradia tigp. 
ihe migr&tion of plutonil.111 during irradiation continues but is ra-
ther small canpa.red with the dittusion during coating : i.e. a m.xi .. 
mum migration value ot 20 "'• tor the T type has been fcund trom X-
raya and alpba..autoradiogre:p1y ldcrogre.phiea ot the irradiated ker-
nels. The plutonium migration baa been stopped by the SiC layer ; 
this conclusion bas to take account ot the rather short irn.diation 
time. 
10.2. IRRADIATION !»\MAGE. 
In the limit of the relatively low value ot burn-up, no broken or era.eked 
particle baa been detected 1n the three batch.ea. The extremely good 
behaviour ot D tuel baa already been proved 1n earlier irradiations · 
and in this case even ·the anisotJ",:,pic inner dense pyrolytic carbon 
layer (sealing layer) remains intact • 
• 
* 
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-TABLE I-
TYPES or PLU'.N>BitM PARTICLES 
Type of tuel D i 1 u t e d Undiluted 
Batch P 352 p '53 P 372 p ,1, p 382 P 383 THP 311 'l'HP 321 
"D" "T" -c· 
~oa test 1!:[ticle data . . 
Diameter (µm) 700 600 600 700 8oo 890 790 850 
Maximua BML (g Pu/cm3) 0.04 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.26 0.22 0.20 0.14 
g 'Pu/ca3 CP 0.06 0.11 0.15 0.13 O .,1-9 o.i, 'o,,o 0.21 
g 'Pu/cm' kernel x µm 2-,oo* 22oo* diameter (self-shielding 250 250 340 340 700 8oo (1400) (410) 
ractor) 
~eak irradia!;ion data . . 
Temperature ( •c) 1450 1850 1200 1,00 
Burn-up (GWd/t) 360 200 600 200 
R/B for Xe 133 5 .10-6 10-2 7.10-6 4.10-7 
Sponsored by : BELGONUCLEAIRE, BE!.GONOCLFAIRE 
CEN/sc, CEH/SCK 
DRAGON Project KFA JUlich 
kTbeoretical values (actual values resulting from Pu diffusion). 
Specimen 
D 
T 
C 
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- TAB Li II -
ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS AND ACTIVITIES or Pu USED FOR IREPARIHl 
THE COlTED PARTICLI ~ 
Isotopes ot Pu, in v / o 
Batch nr 
239 240 2~1 242 
P 3/8/1 79.4 17.1 ,.OJ 0.4 (Pu 019) 
THP 3/1/1 D 91." 7.9 0.67 o.o,o 
THP 3/2/1 D 88.3 10.:, 1.:, 0.09 (Pu ~o') 
Activity 
curiea/g 
,.6 
1.9 
1.55 
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- TAB L B Ill -
Batch nr Temperature interval Heating rate Atmosphere 
•c •c/h 
20 - 200 200 co 
D 200 • 1000 
''' 
co 
(P 2/8/-) 1000 ... 1400 200 co 
1400 0 (2 h>* co 
T 950 0 c, h)* Air 
(mP 2/1) 1600 - ,J + 100 0 (4 h>* 1'2 
20 - l,., Air dried 
C 20 - 900 200 A - H2 
( 'lliP 2/2) 900 - 1450 200 co 
1450 - 1(00() -150 co 
* ( ) : time at temperature. 
Hg Porosity Batch nr density 
g/cm.3 at 
D 2.75 '1 (P 2/8) (b) 
T (mP 2/1) } (a) 10.5 3.7 (b) 10.2 8 
C ( 'l"HP 2 /2 )( b ) 9.8 10 
{a) Data received from CCR - K/!l.rlsruhe 
{b) Analytical data obtained at Mol. 
- TABLE IV -
PROPmTIES OF SINTmED Kl!BNELS 
0/M 
Pu/c X-ray 
ratio Chem. 1 ~o.,_(222) 
I Pu02(111) 
1 : 19.5 n.d. 0.2, 
- 1.77 n.r. 
-
1 .90 0.25 
-
1.745 1.0 
Size 
Sieve 
0/M range 
1.9 450-572 
1.75 227 - ,,1 
1.9 254- ,12 
1.7 216-292 
(a,Lm) 
Average 
500 
280 
270 
260 
w/o Pu 
47.6 
89.5 
88.73 
89.54 
uJ 
,,I::. 
-TABLE V-
COATING CONDITIONS 
i 
Fu e 1 Coating " Gas f'l.ows 
Identi- . Tempe,.., La.yer Time Tota.1 C2H2 CH4 H2 co A 1, SUane Type f'ication · rature tyPe· (min) (l/min) 'Ii 'Ii ~ total. 1, H2 via 'I, •c S1lane 
•, 
.·, 
D , P 3/8/1 1450 So:rt Pye 8 4.325 23.1 76.9 
' ' 1550 D Pye 8o 4.125 17 32.7 50~, 
1450 Flash 2 4.325 23.1 76-9 
1450 S1C 62 5.646 
I 
.,;.4 
' 
21.7 :~.i,. 7.5* 
. 
'' 
P 3/8/2 1450 Flash 2 4.600 21.8 78.2 
1800 Pye HDI 8 4.100 12 88 
' 2000 
' 
i 2000 HD Pye 90 4.100 12 88 
P~3/8j3 2000 HD Pye 120 4.100 12 88 
Si:Evalua tion 
TABIZ V ( continued) 
Fu e 1 
Identi-Type tication 
T 'JliP,/1/lA 
THP3/1/1B 
'ffl.P}/1/lC 
THP,/1/1D 
* Evaluation 
Tempe-
rature 
•c 
1480 
1550 
( 1450 
1450 
:.1i4~0 
~ 1800 
~-2000 
2000 
! 
Coating 
Layer Time Total 
type {min) (l/min) 
Porous 40 4620 
:D 80 4125 
Flash 2 462'5 
S1C 62 5699 
Flash 2 4.9 
HDI 8 4.1 
HDI 210 4.1 
G a.;s flows 
C~2 CH4 H2 co A 
,,, 
Silane 
,,, ,,, ,,, 
'{i, ,,, ~ via ,,, Silane 
50 
- -
50 
- -
-
17 -,2.7 50., 
- -
28.1 
- - -
71.9 
- a.-! 
- -
'5.1 
-
2L,5 5 .1 
26.5 
- - -
1,., 
-
-
12.2 
- -
87.8 
-
-
12.2 
- -
87.8 
-
TABLE V (continued) 
Fuel Coating Gaa tlovs 
Identi- Tempe- Layer Time Total C282 Clf4 H2 co A 1, Silaae Type tication rature type (min} (l/min} 1, j j ~ 
"' 
H2 v1a ~ •c SUane 
C 'llfI':,/2/lA 1530 Porous '4 4.620 50.0 - - 50.0 - -
'J.HP,/2/1B 1550 D 80 4.125 - 17 '2°7 50., - -
mP3/2/1c ~ 1450 Flash 2 4.625 28.1 - - - 71.9 - 7-~ 1450 SiC - 62 5.759 - -
-"·' -
21.7 »--, 
t 1450 Flash 2 4.9 25.5 - - - 73.5 -l 
THP}/2/lD 1800 HDI 8 4.1 12.2 87.8 
- -
-
-
-2000 
2000 HDI 210 4.1 
-
12.2 
- -
87.8 
-
*Evalua ticn 
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- TABLE VI -
PLU'l'Ollll( COltTElffS 
Fu e 1 Plutonium calculated traa the chemical Pu content (w/o Pu) by 
analysis of the sintered particles analysis after coating 
Ganna-apectrcaetry 
Identifi- Plutonium j Pu Standard Type 
cation In Out content calcu- Chemical Average deviation in g lated J rel.&-
tive 
P 2/8/- 50 
-
23.8 
-
47.6 
-
P 3/8/1 50 116.17 23.8 20.48 - -D 
P 3/8/2 116 1,S.8 23.76 17.12 17.74 
-
P 3/8/3 121.4 144.5 20.78 14.:,8 1~.97 
-
mP2/1 50 
-
44 .365 
-
88.73 
THP}/1/lA 50 1(~.09 44 .365 43.45 42.0 4.0 
T THP3/1/1B 57.007 72.67 24.78 34.10 36.0 10.5 
THP3/1/1C 68.082 106.047 23.30 21.97 20.7 10.5 
'lliP}/1/lD 101.242 148.16 22.24 15.01 13.83 13.8 10.4 
THP2;2 50. 
- 44.77 - 89.54 
THP3/2/1A 50 127.233 44.TI 35.18 30.2 4.2 
C THP3/2/1B 57.Q.52 70.273 20.07 28.16 
- -
THP3/2/1C 66.927 1o8.09 19.11 17.68 14.3 11.9 
'D:IP}/2/lD 1()(). 7 148.68 17.Bo 1; 11.97 9.9 9.94 11.6 
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- TAB L K VII. 
DENSITIES or SIJTmD OD CU.TED PARTICLES 
Bulk density Particles 
Type Identification 
sl•' 
density Layer density 
f part. dena. g/ca) 
P 2/8/* 1.7 6, 2 .• 75 
D P 3/8/2 1., 66 2., n.d. 
P 3/8/3 1., ,9 2.2 2.0 
'lllP2/1* 6 61 10.2 
'fflP3/1/1A 1.:, 57 2.2 "' 1 (eatia.) 
T THP}/1/l.B 1.2 59 2.1 1.7 
TH.P3/1/1c 1., 59 2., 2.8 * 
THP3/1/1D 1.3 59 2.1 1.9 
~,z* 1 71 9.8 ' ... 
TH.P3/2/1A 1.1 61 1.&j 
"' 1 ( eatia.) 
C THP3/2/1B 1.1 64 1.8 1.6 
THP3/2/1C 1., 61 2.1 2.9 * 
mP}/2/lD 1., 6' 2.1 2.0 
* Including the flash Pye layers. 
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• TABLE VIII -
X - BAY ANALYSIS 0, C<llTBD PARTICLE FUELS 
Chemical form ot plutonium I Pu2o1t222) Type Identification 0/M I Pu02(111) Mean Secondary 
Before coating Pu02 a ~o3 0.23 1.9 D 
P 3/B/-, a ~o, Pu02 1.3 1.75 
Before coating Pu02 a ~o3 0.25 1.9 
~/1/lA a ~o3 Pu02 2.3 1.6 
T mP3/1/1B a ~o3 Pu02 3.7 1.6 
mP3/1/1C a ~o3 Pu02 2.4 1.6 
TB.P3/1/1D a ~o3 Pu02 2.5 1.6 
Before coating Pu02 a ~o3 1.0 1.7 
mP3/2/1A a ~o3 Pu02 2.0 1.6 
C THP3/2/1B Pu02 a ~o3 0.6 1.8 
'mP3/2/1C Pu02 a ~o3 0.7 1.8 
THP3/2/1D Pu02 a ~o3 0.8 1.75 
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.. fABLE II· 
EITUUL\L ALml ... COlQ'?AMI.BATION OF CCl.6.TED PARTICLI l'UELS 
Type Identitica tiQn dis/a g • FVC * 
D p ,S} 670 -8 ,.JJ X 10 
TB.P,/1/a 12, OOO 1., X 10•5 
'I.HP,/1/11 27 500 -6 
T 
,.,x 10 
o-8 mP,/1/1c ,>O 
-
xl 
'IJIP3/1/1D 4 2,0 
' 
x10·7 
mP,/2/lA 39 700 7 x10·6 
'1'HP3/2/1B 24 ,OC:, ~ xto-6 
C 
2.0xl0":"7 mP,/2/1c 1 200 
'tBP3/2/1D 46 980 6 x10-6 
*d1s/s g = disintegrations per second and per gram ot pa.rticles. 
FVC = traction ot visible core • re. tio ot alpha-count ot the particle to alpha-counts 
ot the tiaaile aterial included 1n the kernel. 
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-TABLE X-
lmHEL ABD CO&TING DlMENSIC!lS 
Kernel Layer Caul.ative CP Identifi- coated Type 
cation Layer type diameter thickness thickneaa diaaJter µm ..... 
'1ll I'll 
Porous Pye 550 • 22 
.. 27 21 21 (590) 
Denae PyC 45 ± 5 66 (680) 
D P 3/8/1 SiC 41 ± 4 107 (760) 
P }/8/2 HD PyC 28 l 1:,J (Boo) + 10 
P 3/8/3 HD PyC ,a. - 169 888 
'l'HP3/1/1A Porous 267 +la.B 
-31 
1-, +20 
-14 145 (560) 
fflP}/1/lB Dense Pye '1 .± 1 176 (620) 
T 
'fflP}/1/lC S1C 32 ! 2 2o8 (68o) 
- ' 
'l'HP3/1/1D HDI 52 + .\ 
- 7 
260 787 
'fflP}/2/'lA Porous 248 + 4o 
-23 
187• ,0 
-20 187 ,620) 
'fflP}/2/1B Dense Pye 29 .t 2 216 (680) 
C 
TBP}/2/lc SiC 32 .± 2 248 (740) 
mP3/2/1D BD 
'' ± 5 
,oi 850 
An&lyaia 
If& den1it7 
Bulk denaity 
Layer density 
Pu/C 
0/K 
(~O~ 
(Pu02 
Particles sizes 
Pu 
Alpha counting 
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•TA I Li XI -
ACCURA.CIES 0, THI DIFFDDIT ABALYSES. 
Method 
H&/vacuum 
Weight et particles in known volm.e 
CQD.puted trom weight and volme gains 
Chemical calcinationa 
Gravimetric 
Ratio of the intensity ot the ~.2.2 Pu~03 line 
and the intensity ot the 1.1.1. Pu02 line 
X-ray photograph ot Ii cca ted pt.rticlea 
Chemical calcination - dissolution - titration 
gamma-scanning 
Aecun.cy 
in ~ relative 
.t 0.5 
.t' 
High denaity,t 5 
Low density .t 20 
.t o., 
.t o., 
Indicative values 
±4 
.t 1 
;t 10 
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-TABLE XII .. 
Transfer Particle Kernel Atter coating Atter irradiation 
container betore Dittuaion Dittuai•n nmber lumber ccating l:ernel 
zone Kernel zone 
1 :, 270 570 270 550 
2 4 T 267 µ + 48 246 460 260 500 
- 31 
7 250 460 250 500 
3 
8 600 600 n.d. 
4 6 550 550 550 550 
5 C 248 µ + 40 630 6,0 n.d. 5 
- 2} 
6 9 540 ;i..o n.d. 
7 13 500 500 n.d. 
8 14 n.d. 475 
D 550 11 + 22 
- 27 
9 Wa.sted before e:xamina tion 
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- f A B L i XIII .. 
SPPX!IFICATIONS o:r EACH BATCH ,ea CAPSULE LQ\DI!G 
• 
D T C 
Middle diaaetv 1n µ 888 787 850 
Den1ity ot ended coated particle 2.2, 2.1~ 2.08 
Bulk density 1., 1.26 1.,, 
• plutoniun content (chemical) 14.'T( 1,.a, 9.9 
Total plutcm1:m content 1n Qlle bole ' 
(1'50•)(calculated with the various 0.06633 0.0600 0.062 - 0.06, 
isotopic cQIJ)Oaition) 
..... ' Volume 1 :particle: x 10 cm ,.69121 2.5~84 ,.21555 
Weight ot 1 :particle: g x 10·3 0.82314 0.54203 0.66883 
Weight ot plutoniua in 1 particle . • 0.12322 0.071J963 0.066214 g X tQ•3 
lumber of particles in one bole 538 Boo 936 
Weight ot caa.ted particles in one hole 0.443()861 0.43,3839 0.6262626 in g 
Bulk volume ef' thes-e particles 1n cm3 0.576 0.547 o.a,, 
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.. T A :B L i XIV -
• LA.fflCE PABAMETE2S (A) 
Unirrad:ta ted After irrad:ta tion 
Farticle types Standard lernel CP Mean deviaticm 
Analytical data 
D 
- -
5.,~ 0.018 
1' 5.400 ... 5.442 0.006 
C 5.,96 5.398 5 .,a1 0.100 
Theoretical values 
Pu02 5.}96 
PuCo.2°0.8 4.96 
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-TABLE XV-
BEEAVIOUR DISTRIBUTION VERSUS DISCOUPLING MECHANISii 
P r e s s u r e v e s s e 1 t y p e 
Inner PyC SiC / outer Pye Pye / sic / rye 
Type Batch number 
Number Number Number 
of of of 
particles pe.rticles particles 
D P 3/8/3 0 0 0 0 17 100 
T THP 3/1/1 15 
'' 
24 52* 7 15 
C THP 3/2/1 5 17 23 16'* 2 7 
• Due to the brea.kage of the inner Pye. 
**Due to the inner PyC ds.me.ge by spee.rhead attack. 
- TABLE XVI -
FISSION PRODUCT BOMBAR.ruffiT OF THE COATING lAYERS 
Particle type D T C 
B<:fflbe.rded unfuelled coo.ting Porous PyC Porous Pye Inner PyC 
2 FP/cm )•8 X 10 16 1 ,8 X 1017 1.6 X l016 
, 
-2 
n.cm DNE 1.52 x 1a21 7 .2 X :l 0 
21 21 
o.96x10 
Figure 1 
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D Fuel 
( X 200) 
T Fuel 
( X 200) 
Metallographic sections of undiluted 
and diluted kernels 
FIGURE 2 - BUFFER THICKNESS REQUIRED TO ATTENUATE FISSION 
µ BUFFER THICKNESS RECOILS VERSUS BUFFER DENSITY 
80J_~~~~--,~~~~~~~~~--r~~~~--i-~~~~i-~~~~-r~~~~-r~~~~~~~~~~ 
70~~~~~~~ 
6Di--~~r--~---t~~--t-~~--t-~~4--~~t---~---4~~--t~~~ 
50~~~-------t--------------t~~~_____i___________J__~ 
,o,---~~-r--~~~~~~~~r---~-----t~~----t~~---+~~---1~~__J 
30-t-~~~~--t-~~~~--t-~--=~~--t-~~~~--t-~~~----=::,,;.,.,--~~~--t-~~~~--+~~~~--+~~~~-----1 
20 TA ICKNESS 130 0/o Ml N_ 
THICKNESS MIN. 
10-&-~~~~--1~~~~~+---~~~~-+-~~~~--t-~~~~--t~~~~--,i--~~~~-t-~~~~-r-~~~~---i 
o ... -----..-------,1...-----+-----...... ----...-----""""'-----+-----...... -----+-----t• g 1cm3 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 u 1.4 1.6 I.S 2.0 2.2 
~ 
CD 
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( X 80) 
Figure 3 Cross section of the D particles 
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THP 311A ( X 60) THP 311 B ( X 60) 
THP 311 C ( X 60) THP 311 D ( X 60) 
Figure 4 Cross section of T particles 
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THP 321 A ( X 90) THP 321 B ( X 90) 
THP 321 C ( X 90) THP 321 D ( X 90) 
Figure 5 Cross section of C particles 
• 
• 
• 
••• 
•' 
THP 3/2/1/A 
THP 3/2/1/C 
. 
. 
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\ 
THP 3/2/1/B 
:••' ... 
THP 3/2/1/D 
Figure 6 : -,( Autoradiograph of C kernel polished section 
after each carbon coating step 
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LOADING of the Pu COATED PARTICLES 
for the JK4 
C OHTA I NBR • 
Nr. 
1 
2 
J 
'* 
5 
6 
7 
8 
CONTAINER Nr.1 
(MIDDLE HOLE) 
ta 
1b 
1c 
LOOSE PARTICLES CONTAINER 
PERPENDICULAR CUT 
ENLARGEMENT 2;1 
TYPE OF 
PARTICLE. 
D 
C ~ T C 
lJ 
T ~ C f 
DHAGON 
CNEN 
KAHLSRUHE 
Graphitt 
Middle Hole 
IRRADIATION EXPERIMENT 
PARTICLE- WEIGHT OF Pu - WEIGHT. 
DIAMETER. PARTICLES 
<••> (g) ( g) 
-
0,4JJO o,o6482 
o,699 0,6260 o, 06197,i 0,4JJO 0,05988 
o,8J5 
o, 6262 0,061993 
-
0,4JJO 0,06482 
o,699 0,4JJO 0,05989 
o,8J5 0,6261 0,061983 0,4JJO 0,05988 
LOADING. 
5 Particles of each type carefully 
checked before irradiation. 
Thermocouple> Holt 
--.container hole 
~-++--Reactor axe 
TELEPHONE DIAL TYPE GRAPHITE CARTRIDGE 
UPPER YIEUW 
ENLARGEf,tENT I; I 
Figure 7 
1 
K 
He-Gass alt 
He-annulus 
Graphiteinsatz 
hite sleeve 
Stahllca eel 
steel oa sule 
Pu-Kapael 
Pu-capsule 
N2-Regeleas L. 
n - control 1. 
3 
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r --- --- 2 J 
I , ffi------1___ ····---
, ! 
1 Strahlrohreinsatz in ile sektion 
2 Re 
3 Kontrollsohra.nk: control panel 
4 Spiilkreialau.f 
l}}'~fii@-S Ql~ui:t 
He-STJtillei tunge!!_ 
He-swee linea 
-- - ·· ~He-. Regeleasleitung 
He- control line 
---··- - ·------
---------
Regelgasspa.lt 
control annulus 
Aluminium-Kapael 
aluminium ea sule 
-· ~benbehalter 
---1--~~ple container .__,, __ 
Figure 8 Irradiation Rig JK 4 
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RADIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE OF THE Pu CAPSULE 
Httium - tilling 
oc 
1600 
1400 
1200 
1000 
QOO 
... 600 ~ 
::, 
B 
... 
0. 400 
E 
,! 
zoo 
0 
19 37,05 40,f.S 45 mm 
Radiu! 37,50 41,1 
Figure 9 
[ oc ] 
Figure l 0 
1300 
1200 
1100 
1000 
900 
800 
700 
27. i. Cycle 1 /70 
411 h 
TEMPERATURE HISTORY OF LV4/JK4 Pu 
KERNEL TEMPERATURE (calculated value-) t 50• C 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
F\J 
Cycle 2/70 
22.2. 25. 2. 14.3. 
354 h 
r-------------Pu (calculated Kernel 
temperature ) 
t---------------1 Pu Graphite 
I• Cych, 3/ 70 
Jtl_ 3. 
32 Li h 
1.4 . ._ Dattt 
--rime 
C.l1 
-;J 
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Figure 11 FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN EXPERIMENT 
L V 4 / J K4 Pu 
Pos. 01 
1, 0 
0,6 -t-----+-----+-----+-----+---',,---l--------l 
0,4 -+-----+----+----+----+-----i------J 
30 
~ 
:, 
.. 
0. j 
20 
GRAPH! E BALLS 
+ 2 3 
RELATIVE LEVEL TO REACTOR MID-PLANE 
• 
[ •1. FIM A) 
II, 
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Figure 12 : BURN-UP DIAGRAM OF A JK 4 Pu 
BEGIN OF THE IRRADIA1'10N : 27. I. 197tl 
END OF THE IRRADIATION: I.~. 1970 
T 
C 
D 
, _______ ,_,_-+-------r-----r--------+----+------+------1 
10 20 30 
27.1 25 2. 
4 
18-3-
IRRADIATION 
DAYS 
1.4. 
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Figure 13 Cut aluminium capsule after irradiation 
• 
• 
t 
~· 
Figure 14 Irradiated coated particles 1n container 3 
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Figure 15 Container l ( D particle) 
Abb. 1 
(2817) 
Abb. 3 
(2819) 
,0 I 1 .lbb. 2 
(2818) 
500 I 1 
Pol 
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Figure 16 Container 5 ( particle after annealing at 1350° C) 
Abb. 17 
(2748) 
Abb. 19 
(2752) 
100 I 1 Abl:t. 18 
(2750) 
100 I 1 Abb. 20 
(2751) 
200 I 1 
500 I 1 
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Figure 17 Container 3 ( T particle) 
.Abb. 8 (2820) 
Abb. 10 
(2825) 
100 I 1 Abb. 9 
(2824) 100 I 1 
100 I 1 
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Figure 18 Container 3 ( T particle) 
AD. 11 
(2822) 
100 I 1 .lbb. 12 
Pol (282:5) 
500 I 1 
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Figure 19 Container 8 ( T particles after annealing at ,1350° C) 
Abb. 21 
(2754) 
.... 2, 
(2756) 
100, 1 Abb. 22 
(2755) 
100 I 1 .lbb. 24 
(2758) 
100 1 1 
500 I 1 
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Figure 20 Containers 4 and 7 ( C particles ) 
.lbb. 14 
(2759) 
100 I 1 .lbb. 15 
(2760) 
Container 4 
Container 7 
100 I 1 
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Figure 21 Container 2 ( particle after annealing at 1350° C and at 
1500° C successively) 
.lbb. 4 (2826) 
.lbb. 6 
(2829) 
100 s 1 Abb. 5 
(2827) 
500 s 1 Abb. 7 (2828) 
100 I 1 
100 I 1 
Figure 22 
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Figure 23 
( X 95) 
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X-ray after 
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polished section 
Container 3 - Particle 7 T 
12299 
X-ray after 
fabrication 
( X 95) 
( X 95) 
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after irradiation 
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.Figure 25 
( X 95) 
polished section 
Container 3 - Particle 8 C 
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X-ray after 
fabrication 
( X 95) 
Figure 26 
( X 95) 
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Container 4 - Particle 6 C 
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X-ray after 
fabrication 
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Figure 27 
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polished section 
Container 5 - Particle 5 C 
X-ray after 
fabrication 
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-.J 
c..v 
.Figure 28 
( X 95) 
polished section 
Container 6 - Particle 9 C 
12567 
X-ray after 
fabrication 
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-J 
~ 
.., 
,Figure 29 
( X 95) 
polished section 
Container 7 - Particle 13 C 
12661 
X-ray after 
fabrication 
( X 95) 
( X 95) 
~ - autoradiography 
after irradiation 
-J 
CJ] 
;Figure 30 Container 8 - Particle 14 D 
12653 
( X 95) 
polished section 
( X 95) 
::.I - autoradiography 
after irradiation 
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~o 
(atml + 
.. 
+ 1,6 
+ 
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Figure 32 : CO equilibrium pressure for several Pu02 stoechiometries 
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p Ks/cm2 Gas pressure evolution in the Pu02 co.ted 
120+-----+------+---- particles at 1200 • C 
100+-----+-1 Pressure ve !I se I 
constituted by 
inner Py C 
D Py C / Si C / PY C 
m Si C / outer Py C 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
•/. fima 
Figure 33 
o/o 
5 
~ 
~ 
Volume Change of PyC irradiated at 1200° C 
f = 2.0 8 g/cm3 
1.0 
k L 0 I I I l 7 21 .-X10'"0NE 
-s 
Fig_ 34 
00 
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D/o 
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Dimensional changes of PyC irradiated at 1200°C 
3 e= 2.08 g/cm 
....L 
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/ 
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X 1021 ONE 
Fig. 35 
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str•ss •vol uti on 
puti cl •s at 
an inn•r Py C 
0,6 
in t h • Pu O 2 coat• d 
12 00 • C 
pr• ss u r• v•ss•I 
0.7 0,8 0,9 1.0 
inntr surface 
outer 5\lrface 
EON 
1.1 1.l 
- 5, 0 +-----+-----+----+---+----+-----+----+----+----+---+----+-------i 
Figure 36 
, 
• 
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er.,. 
X 102 k9 / C m2 
Hoop stress evolution in the Pu 0
2 
coated 
particles at 12 0 0' C 
for a Si C I outer Py C pressure vessel 
s.o ...!------.......i.---l-----L------'---___J----l----+------+---+-----1----l----
--
o~--..j._---1---.......1~---1-----4----.......1---4---4----+---+----+----+• 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 o.& 0.9 1,0 1.1 1.2 
X 10 2° C m2 
--
inner surf ac• 
out•r surface 
OUIH Py C 
-15.0 ..1-__ _j_ __ ----lf-----l----------l-------+---+----+-----+---+-----+-----t------i 
Figure 37 
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